SECOND OPINION

WHODUNIT
We had many responses from the February Last Call (shown right). Trying to identify those pictured was a trip down memory lane for some and pure speculation for others.

Joe Hakas (MD ’57) identified the suspects as follows: Clockwise from left—Mickey Zernich (sitting); Doug Hardy (using stethoscope); Phil Levine; Herb Cronin; Al Winters.

Edward Jew (MD ’53) also called. Referring us to the 1953-54 Hippocratean, he noted the caption said “PMB”—i.e., “poor miserable bastard.” He says it was a posed picture with (clockwise from left) Marshall Levy (MD ’53), now deceased (sitting); Dr. Jew himself (bending with stethoscope); Leo King (MD ’53); Jake Fong (MD ’53) (holding tongue blade); Pat Hughes (MD ’53) (patient/PMB); and the late Charles Johns (MD ’53) (wrapping ankle). Dr. Jew notes that Marshall Levy was the editor of The Hippocratean and Mervin Stewart (MD ’53) probably took the photo.

James Bates (MD ’53) phoned and concurred with Dr. Jew’s description, though he didn’t recognize Hughes/PMB. And we got mail:

I believe that the physician in the foreground taping the patient’s ankle looks similar to Dr. Withers, who is on staff at Mercy Hospital.

Marc Reichel, MD
Beaufort, S.C.

Mervin S. Stewart (MD ’53)
University of Pittsburgh

We gladly receive photos and letters (which we may edit for length, style, and clarity).

Pitt Med
400 Craig Hall
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
Phone: 412-624-4152
Fax: 412-624-1021
E-mail: medmag@pitt.edu
http://www.health.pitt.edu/pittmed

Please send address corrections to the alumni office:
Pitt Med Address Correction
M-200k Scaife Hall
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15261
E-mail: medalum@medschool.pitt.edu

2004 MAGAZINE HONORS
CASE District II Accolades
Gold Medal, Covers
Gold Medal, Multipage Publ. Design
Honorable Mention, Magazines
Honorable Mention, Best Article

Women in Communications
Matrix Award, Feature Writing
(Ed Kiester’s “Drowning in Their Own Blood”)
Honorable Mention, Feature Writing
(Chuck Staresinic’s “Pirated Genes”)

HOW DO YOU LIKE YOUR EGGS?

Try them in good company and with a side of scintillating speakers at this year’s Dean’s Breakfast.

In addition to our headliner, Dean Arthur S. Levine, you’ll meet three stellar Pitt medical students, including an MD/PhD student and the president of the Student National Medical Association. And you’ll get to know SimMan, a humanoid who’s part of the reason Pitt is among the very best places to get a medical education today.

MAY 22
8:30 a.m.
Sheraton Station Square
Pittsburgh

FOR INFORMATION:
412-648-9090 or 1-877-MED-ALUM
medalum@medschool.pitt.edu

Dr. Stewart, who still has an irresistible touch with a shutter, also sent this photo from his reunion last year, suggesting the title, “We Had So Much to Talk About.”

We are certain that by now many of the Class of ’53 have responded to your request for the names of the people on page 40 of your excellent journal. The original picture appears on page 119 of the 1953–54 Hippocratean. I would bet that Mervin Stewart took the original photograph!

Those pictured are, clockwise from the top, Leo King, Jake Fong, Charles Johns, Marshall Levy, and Edward Jew. I am not sure who the victim (excuse me, patient) was—but it was not me!

Henry J. Mankin (MD ’53)
Harvard Medical School

The photograph was taken by me for The Hippocratean yearbook (1953). It was probably taken in the orthopaedic clinic at Falk with my classmates horsing around for the photo. Leo King is at the top of the photo steadying patient Arthur Larson’s head. Marshall Levy is seated to the left, pointing his finger as he directs his classmate’s care. Charles Johns is bandaging the foot. Edward Jew may be the person with the stethoscope, and Robert Lewine could be the classmate with the tongue blade.
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